Monthly Monitor Recap

September 2016
The CU*BASE Monthly Monitor Recap is designed to keep you informed on an ongoing basis of feature
improvements, vendor enhancements, and other miscellaneous changes to CU*BASE and our other
core software products. This specific Monthly Monitor Recap covers programming changes
implemented during the month of September.

Enhancement


37792

Implement encryption for ICI files

Web Enhancement


42893 Added splash page and redirect to new Check Logic site for the current
CheckViewer website

Internal Modifications



42188 Modified PEMCO Rewards file to allow multiple credit union processing
Added defaults into unused fields in detail and footer records for Payveris

Modifications














37865 The variance dashboard now labels the Actual column with the appropriate
months calculated
42662 Eliminated error in end of day when CD Type includes alpha characters
42905 Eliminated divide by zero error in the Geographic Distribution Report in
MNRPTD, #18
42461 Updated the decimal position of the outstanding loan balance on the
classified loan summary screen
42872 Correct the date in the heading of the CD maturity report
42936 Changed the member new account report to pull in the interviewer ID
instead of the employee opening the account
43060 Updated FISERV batch maintenance to change how it determines if
enrollments/maintenance should be sent
43087 Updated the RDC program to check for beta clients
38809 Modified loan coupons to correct the coupon date when coded 31 for the
last day of the month
41756 Added e-mail address (unless opted out for marketing) to the State National
CPI file
38628 Modified receipt from Phone transfers to use DBA name when applicable
43055 Modified collateral comments to edit against blank lines to eliminate
problems in indirect lending platform
43075 Modify monthly Fiserv file receipt and processing to accommodate dual
Fiserv bill pay platforms.



43135 Modify ICI encryption to handle encryption for credit unions that have either
online debit cards or online credit cards

